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Many ecosystems have abruptly changed in the past and may again in the future, yet prediction and
inference of mechanisms causing abrupt changes remains challenging. Critical transitions are one such
mechanism, occurring when systems with alternative states cross a threshold. Such transitions are
associated with a loss of resilience, often signaled by increasing variability or autocorrelation over time.
However, critical transitions are difﬁcult to distinguish from other causal mechanisms, and detection of
resilience loss in sedimentary archives can be confounded by time-averaging and discontinuous sampling. Here, we simulate woodland-grassland regime shifts resulting from critical transitions and other
mechanisms. We then test the diagnostic ability of two widely-used resilience indicators, standard deviation and autocorrelation time, after alterations common in sedimentary records: time averaging,
discontinuous sampling, and varying sedimentation rates. Standard deviationdbut not autocorrelation
timedstill distinguishes gradually forced critical transitions from other regime shifts when sedimentation rates are constant, and can be robust to abrupt changes in sedimentation rate. Unfortunately, shifts
in standard deviation alone are rarely deﬁnitive evidence of critical transitions. Under exponential
sedimentation regimes, which are common in younger upper-column sediments, neither resilience indicator is effective. Discontinuous sampling weakened the strength of resilience indicators. A demonstrative analysis of abrupt early Holocene deforestation recorded at Steel Lake, Minnesota showed signals
consistent with resilience loss during early Holocene aridiﬁcation. Hence, signals of resilience loss can be
recovered from sedimentary archives, but efﬁcacy varies among indicators and sedimentation regime.
High-resolution and multi-proxy records remain essential to inferring causes, while process-based time
series modeling such as this can be calibrated to systems of interest to explicitly test hypotheses about
abrupt change causes.
© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the last century, we have witnessed major, and in many cases
unexpected, ecological changes as a consequence of highmagnitude and accelerating anthropogenic impacts on the globe
(Barnosky et al., 2012; Steffen et al., 2015a). Given future projections for climate change, land conversion, human resource use,
and other ecological stressors, we have reason to expect more
ecosystem regime shiftsdrapid and persistent changes in statedleading to fundamental changes in ecosystem function and
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services (Barnosky et al., 2012; Hughes et al., 2013; Steffen et al.,
2015b). Emerging questions about these trends could potentially
be addressed using long ecological time series to search for signals
of resilience loss prior to regime shifts (Scheffer et al., 2015), but
such efforts are complicated by data features common in temporal
ecology, including data gaps, time-averaging, and other confounding processes (Bestelmeyer et al., 2011; Wolkovich et al.,
2014; Ratajczak et al., 2018). In this paper, we use simulated time
series to assess approaches for detecting changes in resilience and
infer critical transitions versus other mechanisms of regime shift.
Predicting when and where regime shifts will take place is
complicated by the fact that relationships between ecological state
variables (e.g., tree cover, species richness, dominant taxa) and
external driver variables (e.g., temperature, anthropogenic nutrient
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inputs) can take many forms (Bestelmeyer et al., 2011; Williams
et al., 2011; Ratajczak et al., 2018). In the simplest case, driver and
state variables are linearly related, so a change in driver leads to a
proportional ecological state change. In systems with nonlinear
driver-state relationships, when the system is near a threshold, a
small change in driver leads to a disproportionately large change in
state. In some cases, simply reverting to previous driver levels fails
to reverse the change in state (Fig. 1) (Scheffer et al., 2001, 2015).
This kind of hysteretic change implies that the ecosystem could
exist in one of multiple quasi-stable states (Scheffer et al., 2001,
2015). As the environment changes, the current ecosystem state
becomes unstable, and the system passes through a critical transition into a new quasi-stable state. In the paleoecological literature, where long ecological time series are common, ecological
regime shifts caused by an interaction of external drivers with internal processes are referred to as intrinsic regime shifts, and can
include both critical transitions and reversible thresholds (Williams
et al., 2011). Conversely, ecological regime shifts caused by abruptly
changing external drivers, such as climate, are usually referred to as
extrinsic regime shifts (Williams et al., 2011; Seddon et al., 2014,
2015). Identifying critical transitions and hysteretic systems is
important, because the resulting regime shifts are much more
difﬁcult to reverse and indicate that small changes in drivers can
lead to large changes in ecosystem state.
The statistical signature of resilience loss prior to critical transitions in time series is well known from theory (Carpenter and
Brock, 2006; Scheffer et al., 2009, 2015). As an ecosystem approaches a threshold (or bifurcation point), it recovers more slowly
from small perturbations, a phenomenon known as critical slowing
down (Scheffer et al., 2015). Critical slowing down is marked by
increased variance and autocorrelation of time series measured for
ecosystem processes or components. These statistical changes in
time series are collectively known as ‘resilience indicators,’ because
critical transitions occur when resilience of an ecosystem state is
lost (Scheffer et al., 2015). The theory of resilience indicators for
ecosystems is robust and growing but experimental tests are few.
Some examples include laboratory experiments (Dai et al., 2012;

Fig. 1. Fold Bifurcation for Woodland-Grassland Model. a) Fold bifurcation of the
models used to generate simulated time series. Solid lines denote stable states,
whereas dashed lines are an unstable state. Black colored lines correspond to a system
with alternative states and hysteresis. Note that for this system, as K (a surrogate for
precipitation) decreases, a high tree-cover state eventually reaches a threshold where
high tree cover is no longer a stable state of the system. If K drops below this threshold,
the system will begin a critical transition to a grassland state. The grey line shows the
system without alternative states, which was used to generate simulations for the noncritical scenario. Note that for all values of K, the system without alternative states has
only one possible stable equilibrium. b) Beta distribution used to generate proportional
tree mortality, c.

Veraart et al., 2012), whole-ecosystem experiments (Carpenter
et al., 2011; Pace et al., 2017; Ratajczak et al., 2017; Wilkinson
et al., 2018), detailed time and space observations of ecological
collapses (Rindi et al., 2017), and analyses of well-understood
transitions in long paleoclimatic time series (Lenton, 2011). Thus,
time series statistics (local estimates of variance, autocorrelation, or
eigenvalues) indicate changes in resilience and may provide
warnings of impending critical transition.
Long ecological time series have the potential to reveal changes
in resilience at broad scales of space and time by documenting past
regime shifts, through analyses of driver-state relationships
(Ratajczak et al., 2018) to understand underlying processes, and
statistical analyses intended to indicate resilience loss prior to past
critical transitions (Thomas, 2016). Paleoecological and paleoenvironmental time series retrieved from continuous depositional
environments (e.g. lakes, mires, and estuarine and marine sediments) are well-suited to evaluating signals of resilience and
regime shift precursors because of their long duration (102e107
years), often continuous sedimentation, ﬁne temporal resolutiondtypically decades, though in some cases years (Goring et al.,
2012)dand the availability of multiple biological and geochemical
proxies, enabling study of multiple dimensions of past environmental and ecological change. Regime shifts are common features
of such records (e.g., Williams et al., 2011; Minckley et al., 2012;
Seddon et al., 2014; Spanbauer et al., 2014; Seddon et al., 2015;
Bunting et al., 2016; Spanbauer et al., 2016; Belle et al., 2017; Beck
et al., 2018). Furthermore, thousands of sediment core records are
available for analysis and are widely accessible in public databases
like the Neotoma Paleoecology Database (www.neotomadb.org),
the European Pollen Database (www.europeanpollendatabase.net),
the NOAA National Centers for Environmental Information (www.
ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/paleoclimatology-data) and PANGAEA
(www.pangaea.de). When ecosystems have undergone regime
shifts in the pastdperhaps even multiple timesdit may be possible
to identify causes of regime shifts and driver-state thresholds,
which can be used to anticipate similar transitions in the future
(Allen and Breshears, 1998; Randsalu-Wendrup et al., 2016;
Thomas, 2016; Belle et al., 2017).
However, attempts to detect critical transitions in long ecological time series face three common challenges: time-averaging,
discontinuous sampling, and irregular intervals between samples.
Although these challenges are particularly relevant for paleoecological proxies sampled from sedimentary archives, they are general to analyses of long ecological time series. Lake sediments are
time-averaged by mixing processes during particulate transport
and deposition (Webb, 1993); the amount of time-averaging depends mostly on rate of sediment accumulation and varies among
depositional environments, with deposition times for small
temperate lakes ranging from ~0.2 to ~300 years per centimeter,
with a mean of ~13 yrs/cm (Goring et al., 2012). Uppermost lake
sediments are less compacted than deeper horizons, and more
compacted layers represent more time per unit depthdthus, timeaveraging increases with depth. Paleoecologists typically sample
cores discontinuously, at regular depth intervals, because sampling
often begins before age-depth relationships are established by
radiometric dating and age-depth models (Blaauw and Christen,
2011; Bronk Ramsey, 2009). If depth is non-linearly related to
time, samples can be irregularly spaced through time. Paleoecological sampling designs often invest extra effort in achieving highresolution sampling of regime shifts or other targeted events,
resulting in uneven sampling (e.g. Booth et al., 2012). Timeaveraging and irregular sampling are both expected to alter the
statistical signatures of ecological change and hinder diagnostic
analyses of the processes that drove that change. While interpolation is a common answer to irregular sampling, interpolation
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fundamentally changes the autocorrelation and variance of a time
series (Rehfeld et al., 2011; Carstensen et al., 2013; Mudelsee, 2014;
Thomas, 2016) and may thereby interfere with estimates of resilience indicators.
In this study, we conducted a series of data simulations designed
to assess how signals of gradually and abruptly forced critical
transitions in long ecological time series are transformed by sedimentary processes and typical paleoecological sampling designs,
and what diagnostic information is retained after transformation.
We: (1) built a simple woodland-grassland model capable of hysteretic and non-hysteretic transitions driven by changes in precipitation and ﬁre; (2) simulated time series of gradually forced
critical transitions, abruptly forced critical transitions, gradually
forced non-critical transitions, and no change; (3) altered the data
by imposing common sedimentation models (linear sedimentation,
exponential, and broken-stick linear), and common paleoecological
sampling schemes (regular intervals by depth, and targeted sampling of regime shifts); and (4) applied standard resilience indicators that are often used to predict and diagnose gradually
forced critical transitions. We also included a real-world example,
using reconstructed woody cover data (Williams et al., 2009) of a
woodland-grassland regime shift at Steel Lake, Minnesota, to
illustrate how this approach can be used to test for resilience loss
prior to critical transitions in observational records of regime shifts.
Although the analyses focus on vegetation events recorded in lake
sediments by fossil pollen records as a case study, the approach and
results are relevant to many kinds of paleoecological and paleoclimatic proxies and, indeed, to many kinds of long ecological time
series.
2. Methods
2.1. Woodland-grassland model
To simulate gradually forced critical transitions, abruptly forced
critical transitions, gradually forced non-critical transitions, and
time series with no change in mean state, we developed a simple
woodland-grassland model (Fig. 1a) that includes several realistic
processes governing tree-cover and which has similar features to
models of critical transitions in forest-savanna-grassland systems
(e.g. Anderies et al., 2002; Staver and Levin, 2012; Staal et al., 2015;
Ratajczak et al., 2017). The model time step is annual. The model is
spatially implicit but the intended spatial scale is a landscape on the
order of a 101e102 km radius, which matches typical estimates of
pollen source area. The model only describes tree cover (T) but
assumes that areas not occupied by trees are occupied by grasses.
We used a discrete time model, given by the equations:
Ttþ1 ¼ Tt þ f (Tt, Ktþ1) þ ltþ1

(1)

Tree cover changes due to deterministic tree expansion and
contraction, given by the function f () and environmental noise,
denoted by l (equation (1)).
Deterministic tree cover f (T,K) dynamics follow:
f (T, K) ¼ r T (K - T) e ct T (hq / [hq þ Tq])

(2)

Tree cover expansion depends on current tree cover at time step
t (Tt) and carrying capacity, K (equation (2)). The ﬁrst set of terms
describes tree growth, which follows a linear logistic model, where
maximum intrinsic growth rate (r) is ﬁxed. K is treated as the
external driver variable or control parameter, with the assumption
that K changes slowly over time and is unaffected by tree cover.
Conceptually, K is meant to capture climate, with higher values of K
indicating greater water availability. This assumption is consistent
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with observations that precipitation controls maximum tree cover
in many terrestrial regions with a mean annual precipitation less
than approximately 1200 mm yr1 (Sankaran et al., 2005; Williams
et al., 2009; Eldridge et al., 2011; Staal et al., 2015).
The second set of terms in equation (2) represent mortality due
to ﬁre. We assume that a single ignition occurs per year. Fire intensity is represented by ct and is stochastic to account for background variation in fuel moisture, temperature, and wind-speed.
We used a beta distribution to generate values of ct, because this
distribution is ﬂexible and bounded by 0 and 1 (Fig. 1b). The spatial
extent of each ﬁre depends on tree cover. Compared to grasses,
trees generate less of the ﬁner fuels that are the primary fuel source
in many grassland-woodland ecosystems. Greater tree cover usually results in lower grass production, and therefore, further fuel
reductions (Eldridge et al., 2011; Ratajczak et al., 2017). Fire spread
depends on presence of adjacent patches with fuels adequate to
carry ﬁre (Abades et al., 2014). Therefore, when tree cover is low,
the connectivity between ﬂammable patches is higher, allowing
ﬁre to travel across most of the landscape. However, if tree cover
exceeds a threshold, grass-dominated patches become isolated,
making it unlikely that ﬁre will spread over much of the landscape
(Abades et al., 2014). This “percolation threshold” has been documented in many systems, and usually occurs somewhere between
40 and 60% tree cover (e.g. Abades et al., 2014; van Nes et al., 2018).
We represent this ﬁre percolation threshold using a non-linear
function, where spatial extent of ﬁre decreases non-linearly if
tree-cover exceeds h. This approach follows other simple models of
transitions between ﬁre-prone grassy ecosystems and woodlands
with lower burned area (Staver and Levin, 2012; Staal et al., 2015).
The steepness of changes in tree mortality below h increases with
the values of the steepness parameter, q.
Red noise, which captures stochastic environmental ﬂuctuations
unrelated to ﬁre, follows the equation of Steele (1985):

ltþ1 ¼ s [ f lt þ (1-f2)1/2 ε ]

(3)

where s is the standard deviation of red noise, f is the lag-1
autocorrelation coefﬁcient, and ε is white noise with mean ¼ 0
and standard deviation ¼ 1. We set f ¼ 0.05, based on the lag-1
autocorrelation of annual precipitation in instrumental records
(Carpenter et al., 2017), and set s ¼ 0.005.
We used plausible parameter values based on contemporary
observations of grasslands and woodlands at the prairie-woodland
ecotone in the Great Plains of North America (Appendix A). K ranges
from 0 to 1, where a value of 1 indicates that the entire ecosystem
can become tree-covered. For the r parameter, we used 0.25, based
on published rates of large-scale woody plant expansion when ﬁre
has been suppressed (Barger et al., 2011; Ratajczak et al., 2017). The
stochastic calculation of ct uses a beta distribution with a mean of
0.15, variance of 0.015, and resulting shape parameters of a ¼ 1.125
and b ¼ 6.375 (Fig. 1b). In keeping with observations (Ratajczak
et al., 2017), this parameterization allows ﬁres to remove most
woody vegetation over several years, when grasses cover more
than half of the landscape. To match the observation of a ﬁre
percolation threshold around proportion tree cover ¼ 0.5, we set h
to a value of 0.5 so that tree mortality due to ﬁre increases when
proportional tree cover falls below 0.5. This parametrization falls in
the middle range of similarly structured models (Staver and Levin,
2012; Staal et al., 2015; van Nes et al., 2018). We determined the
steepness parameter, q, through experimentation, with the goal of
simulating a range of ecological behavior. For smaller values of q
(1e3), the relationship between tree cover and tree loss from ﬁres is
a linear to slightly sigmoidal relationship. At larger values of q
(~4e8) the relationship becomes a sigmoid and at very large values
(>8), starts to approximate a step change or block function. For our
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default parameterization, we gave q an intermediate value of 5,
which is high enough to generate the alternative states that have
been inferred from empirical data (Ratajczak et al., 2017). For our
parameterization of regime shifts that are non-critical transitions,
we used a value of one, which results in a model that produces nonhysteretic responses to varying K (Fig. 1a).
The woodland-grassland model has two alternative states:
woodland (T > 0.5) and grassland (T < 0.4) (Fig. 1). The system exhibits hysteresis with respect to K. If the system starts in a woodland state and K decreases below a threshold (speciﬁcally, a value of
0.77), the system abruptly transitions to a grassland state (Fig. 2d).
Once the system has converged on a grassland state, returning K to
values near the original thresholddabove K ¼ 0.77d does not return the system to a woodland state. Instead, K must exceed a
second, higher threshold, to initiate a transition back to a woodland
state. The model is, therefore, capable of producing multiple
ecological phenomena, speciﬁcally: (1) critical transitions that
result from gradual changes in an external driver, K, over time when
q > 1 (Figs. 1a and 2d); (2) abruptly forced critical transitions, where
an abrupt shift to grassland can occur if the K parameter changes
abruptly and falls below a threshold (Fig. 2b), and; (3) gradually
forced non-critical transitions resulting from gradual changes in an
external driver, K, over time when q ¼ < 1 (Figs. 1a and 2c).
Using the woodland-grassland model, we generated time series
with 10,000 time steps each, that undergo four distinct types of
change (Fig. 2aed), with 100 iterations per type. 10,000 time steps
is similar to the length of the Holocene, if we treat time steps as
annual. Sediment cores on the order of 10,000 to 15,000 years are
especially relevant to studying regime shifts during interglacial
periods. When calculating resilience indicators, we typically used
about 6000 time-steps (see below). Our workﬂow is diagramed in
Fig. 3. In the ﬁrst case, there is no change in carrying capacity (K),
and the system remains woodland (“no change” time series,
Fig. 2a). In the second case, carrying capacity declines suddenly
from 1 to 0.6 at time step 6000, representing a decrease in precipitation that causes the system to transition from woodland to

grassland abruptly (“abruptly forced critical transition” time series;
Fig. 2b). In this case, although the system has two alternative states,
the critical transition is driven by a rapid change in the extrinsic
driver and there should be no detectable loss of ecological resilience prior to the regime shift. For the third case, we use the
parameterization without alternative states (q ¼ 1), exposed to a
slow decline in carrying capacity from 1 to 0.6 beginning at time
step 1000 (“gradually forced non-critical transition” time series;
Fig. 2c). Finally, in the fourth case, a slow decline in carrying capacity from 1 to 0.6 beginning at time step 1000 (with q ¼ 5) causes
the system to undergo a critical transition from woodland to
grassland around time step 6000 (“gradually forced critical transition” time series; Fig. 2d). In this case, a slow change in carrying
capacity leads to an abrupt change in system state, caused by
reorganization of intrinsic feedbacks; this is the only scenario for
which we expect detectable losses of resilience prior to the
ecological transition.
2.2. Sedimentary and sampling transformations
2.2.1. Sedimentary transformations and age-depth models
To model a long time series generated from analysis of a typical
lake sediment core, age-depth models were used to (1) transform
samples through time (annual proportional tree cover, generated
by the woodland-grassland model) to samples in depth and (2)
calculate the number of years represented per unit depth (Fig. 3).
We used ﬁve representations of sedimentation processes to explore
the effects of different levels of time-averaging across a core (Fig. 2e
and f). First and second, we built two linear sedimentation models
where mean time-averaging is constant across the record (deposition time: either 5 yrs/cm or 20 yrs/cm; Fig. 2e). In the linear
model, a plot of age on the y axis versus depth on the x axis is a
straight line. We incorporated the noise inherent to sediment cores
by drawing the number of years per sample randomly from normal
distributions with means of either 5 or 20 yrs/cm and standard
deviations of 5% of the mean. Time-averaging means (5 and 20 yrs/

Fig. 2. Simulated ecological time series and sedimentary age-depth models. a-d) Simulated time series (gray), with corresponding changes in the K parameter (red, dashed line);
a) No change; b) abruptly forced critical transition; c) gradually forced non-critical transition; d) gradually forced critical transition. e-g) Sedimentary age-depth models, illustrating
in the degree of time-averaging produced by each model; e) linear age-depth model and uniform (with white noise) time-averaging (gray ¼ 20 years/cm deposition time;
black ¼ 5 years/cm); f) Broken-stick linear age-depth model, with abrupt sedimentary regime shift from 20 years/cm to 5 years/cm at time step 2500, far from the critical transition;
g) Broken-stick age model, with break-point at time step 4000, close to the critical transition; h) Exponential age model for recent (<200 years) sediment deposition (data from
Taranu et al., 2018). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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sedimentation regime shift from 20 yrs/cm to 5 yrs/cm is placed
long in advance of the ecological regime shift (time step 2500;
Fig. 2f); in the second, the same-magnitude shift in sedimentation
is placed close to the ecological regime shift (time step 4000;
Fig. 2g). Finally, we modeled time as an exponential function of
sediment depth as a special case, intended to represent the uppermost portion of the lake sediment column where sediments are
still experiencing dewatering and compression (Taranu et al., 2018)
(Section 2.4; Fig. 2h).
To maintain the same number of time steps across iterations, we
truncated both gradually and abruptly forced critical transition
time series by identifying the time of woodland-grassland transition (generally around time step 6000) using the Cross-Entropy
method for break-point detection (maximum number of breakpoints ¼ 1) in the R breakpoint package (R Core team, 2017;
Priyadarshana and Sofronov, 2016). As illustrated in Fig. 4a, we then
retained 4999 time steps prior to, and 2000 time steps following
the transition to grassland, producing a time series of 7000 time
steps. We trimmed the no change and gradually forced non-critical
transition time series to time steps 1000 (the time point at which K
begins to decline in the gradually forced critical and non-critical
transition time series) through 8000. This paralleled the method
for gradually and abruptly forced critical transition time series in
terms of maintaining time series length (7000 time steps) and the
approximate location of the time series subset. Sedimentary
transformations were then applied to these trimmed time series, as
illustrated in Fig. 4bed.
2.2.2. Sampling
Many paleoecological measurements are labor-intensive or
costly, so discontinuous sampling designs are common (e.g. 1-cm
thick volume of sediment at evenly-spaced depths). To maintain
the same sample size across iterations, we built a sampling model,
called even sampling, consisting of 200 1-cm samples distributed at
even depth increments along the time-averaged time series (Fig. 4a
and c). Note that this sampling system is evenly distributed in
depth, not time, because sediment sampling usually begins before
age controls are obtained and age-depth models built. We built a
second sampling model, called targeted sampling, representing
high-resolution sampling of intervals of interest (Fig. 3). In this
model, we distributed the 200 samples such that 40% of samples
(N ¼ 80) were targeted to the 10% of the time series immediately
preceding the regime shift, and the remaining 120 samples were
distributed evenly across the remainder of the core (Fig. 4a and d).
For the gradually forced non-critical transition and no change time
series, the targeted samples were distributed between time steps
5300 and 6000 (the 10% of the time series prior to time step 6000).

Fig. 3. Methods ﬂow chart.

cm) are based on empirical values from 152 lacustrine sites in
northeastern North America (Goring et al., 2012). We prescribe
standard deviation of time-averaging to 5% of the mean, based on
the observation that autocorrelation in deposition rates is high in
lacustrine systems. These linear models explore the role of sample
resolution in detectability of resilience indicators.
Third and fourth, we built two “broken-stick” models, representing situations when sediment deposition rates abruptly
change, due to changes in lake productivity or allocthonous sediment deposition (Davis et al., 1984). Regime shifts in deposition rate
have the potential to confound resilience indicators, for example by
increasing standard deviation and/or autocorrelation when timeaveraging decreases. In the ﬁrst broken-stick model, a

2.3. Signals of critical transitions
We computed indicators of resilience loss and critical transitions
for untransformed, sedimentation-, and sedimentation-andsampling-transformed variants of each ecological time series (no
change, abruptly forced critical transition, gradually forced noncritical transition, and gradually forced critical transition) (Figs. 3
and 4). Strong indications of resilience loss are expected only for
the last case, but various processes may dampen signals (e.g. timeaveraging, discontinuous or irregular sampling) while others may
produce false positives (e.g. gradually forced non-critical transition,
extrinsic abrupt changes in tree cover, abrupt changes in timeﬁ et al., 2013).
averaging) (Ke
We used two common resilience indicators, standard deviation
and autocorrelation time, to identify potential signs of critical
transitions in each time series and its various transformations
(Fig. 3). Autocorrelation time, t, is a monotonic transformation of
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Fig. 4. Methods example: time-averaging, sampling, detrending, and resilience indicator calculation for a single simulated time series. a) Gradually forced critical transition
time series generated by the woodland-grassland model and trimmed to 4999 time steps prior, and 2000 time steps subsequent to the time of transition. The labels E and T, and
associated vertical tick marks, indicate even sampling and targeted sampling, respectively. In panel b), the ecological time series has been passed through a broken-stick age-depth
model with break-point at time step 4000, close to the critical transition. The age-depth-transformed time series is subsampled: c) at even depth intervals; and, d) at targeted depth
intervals, with 40% of samples concentrated in the 10% of the time series prior to the critical transition. Panels eeh) show detrended versions of the time series in a-d. Panels i,j)
show two resilience indicatorsd i) standard deviation and j) autocorrelation timedcalculated as rolling window statistics for each time series in panels eeh, along with Kendall's
tau trend statistics. The vertical gray line in panels i,j) indicates the time of the woodland-grassland transition. Kendall's tau was calculated only for the portion of the time series
prior to woodland-grassland transition time. Rolling window length was 2500, 1200, 100, and 100 samples for untransformed time series (black), sedimentation-transformed time
series (dark gray), sedimentation- and even sampling-transformed time series (medium gray) and sedimentation- and targeted sampling-transformed time series (light gray),
respectively.

lag-1 autocorrelation, r, deﬁned as t ¼ 1/ln(jrj) (Dai et al., 2012).
Both standard deviation and autocorrelation time are expected to
increase prior to a critical transition and approach inﬁnity at the
critical transition point.
Several corrections were applied during the process of estimating the indicators. First, we detrended each time series using
Gaussian smoothing with a bandwidth of 310 time steps (Figs. 3
and 4e-h), determined using “Silverman's rule of thumb”
(Silverman, 1986). Because the various age-depth models generate
different amounts of time-averaging, the amount of time encompassed by each rolling window differs even though number of
samples is held constant. To standardize for this, within each rolling
window we multiplied proportional tree cover by the square root of
the amount of time encompassed by the window, then calculated
standard deviation on the resulting values, following the recommendation of Carstensen et al. (2013). Autocorrelation time was
calculated from autoregression lag-1.
Resilience indicators were calculated for the time series prior to
the woodland-grassland transition time, in rolling windows of
approximately 50% of the length of the time series prior to transition, following the recommendation of Dakos et al. (2012). Window
length for untransformed time series was 2500 samples, and was
50 samples for even and targeted sampled time series. Each agedepth model generates a different number of time-averaged samples and so the time series length differed after sedimentation
transformation.
Thus,
window
length
varied
among
sedimentation-transformed time series: constant (5 yrs/cm), window length ¼ 600 samples; constant (20 yrs/cm), window
length ¼ 150 samples; broken-stick (break-point ¼ 2500), window
length ¼ 400 samples; broken-stick (break-point ¼ 4000), window
length ¼ 300 samples.
We used Kendall's tau (Wilks, 1995) to quantify trends in standard deviation and autocorrelation time prior to the woodlandgrassland transition time (Dakos et al., 2012). Fig. 4i and j illustrate example trajectories for these indicators and Kendall's tau
values for each transformation of a single time series. Kendall's tau

is a non-parametric trend statistic, ranging from 1 (negative
trend) to 1 (positive trend). Kendall's tau is commonly used to
assess whether trends in resilience metrics are signiﬁcant and
hence indicative of a critical transition (Dakos et al., 2012). We
generated histograms of Kendall's tau values (Fig. 3), computed
summary statistics, and calculated the 95% conﬁdence intervals for
each distribution (Figs. 5e8, Appendix B and C).
We used receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis (Gavin
et al., 2003) to assess the diagnostic ability of Kendall's tau for
determining whether a given time series contains signals of a
critical transition (Fig. 3). ROC analysis is a method for assessing the
overall diagnostic value of a test metric and the optimal decision
threshold, given two populations with overlapping values of the
metric. Here, Kendall's tau is the test metric and we compared the
time series we expected to have true positives for resilience indicatorsdthe gradually forced critical transitiondto the other three
types of ecological transition as a group, and to each scenario
individually. The optimal decision threshold identiﬁes the Kendall's
tau value (Kt’) that jointly maximizes the fraction of observed
Kendall's taus less than Kt’ that are truly from gradually forced
critical transition time series (the true positive fraction, TPF) and
the fraction of Kendall's tau values greater than Kt’ that are truly not
from gradually forced critical transition time series (the true
negative fraction, TNF). A plot of TPF versus 1-TNF over the range of
Kt’ values and its area under the curve (AUC) measures the overall
ability of Kendall's tau to discriminate gradually forced critical
transitions from the others. AUC ranges between 0.5, meaning the
distributions are completely overlapping, and 1, meaning the distributions are completely separated. We created a modiﬁed version
of the ROC function from the R analogue package (Simpson, 2007;
Simpson and Oksanen, 2016).
2.4. Exponential model and short cores
Exponential age-depth models are often appropriate for the top
of sediment sequences, where sediments are still experiencing
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Fig. 5. Effects of sedimentary transformations on the resilience indicator signals and diagnostics, shown as histograms of Kendall's tau values for standard deviation, for
untransformed and transformed time series. a-d) Untransformed time series, for a) the gradually forced critical transition, b) gradually forced non-critical transition, c) abruptly
forced critical transition, and d) no change; e-h) Time series transformed by linear sedimentation and uniform time-averaging (deposition time: 5 yrs/cm); i-l) Time series
transformed by linear sedimentation and uniform (20 yrs/cm) time-averaging; m-p) Time series transformed by broken-stick age model (with abrupt sedimentary regime shift far
from the critical transition); q-t) Time series transformed with broken-stick age model (with sedimentary regime shift close to critical transition). AUC is the area under the curve
from ROC analysis, ± the standard error; where no standard error is shown, the gradually forced critical transition Kendall's tau distribution is non-overlapping with the distribution
against which it is being compared. Solid gray vertical lines show the optimum decision threshold from ROC analysis when comparing gradually forced critical transition to all other
ecological transition types together. Dashed gray vertical lines show optimum decision thresholds for gradually forced critical transition versus each of the three ecological
transitions individually.

Fig. 6. Effects of sedimentary transformations on resilience indicators and diagnostics, shown as Kendall's tau values for autocorrelation time, for untransformed and agedepth transformed time series. Figure design follows Fig. 5.
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Fig. 7. Effects of time-averaging, sampling, and sedimentation regime shifts on standard deviation as a resilience indicators and diagnostics for transformed time series.
Panels aed): Time-averaging only (linear sedimentation, deposition time: 20 years/cm) for time series with a a) gradually forced critical transition, b) gradually forced non-critical
transition, c) abruptly forced critical transition, and d) no change. Panels eeh: time-averaging (20 years/cm) with subsampling at even depth intervals. Panels iel): time-averaging
(20 years/cm) with targeted subsampling. Panels mex): panel arrangement as for panels ael), but for the broken-stick age-depth model, with an abrupt sedimentary regime shift at
time step 4000, close to the ecological critical transition. Figure design follows Fig. 5.

dewatering and compression. Short cores from the top of sediment
columns are of particular interest to researchers studying recent
and anthropogenic impacts on ecosystems over the past several
decades to centuries.
We applied an exponential age-depth relationship to simulated
short cores. In the exponential model, a plot of age on the y axis
versus depth on the x axis is an exponential function of depth, with
parameters ﬁtted by Taranu et al. (2018) to empirical data from 108
sediment cores from lakes across the Temperate and Subarctic
zones, spanning ~200 calendar yrs BP to the present (Fig. 2h)
(Taranu et al., 2018). The model uses a ﬁtted linear relationship of
inverse sedimentation rate (cm/year) and age of a core slice. We
assumed an intercept of 2 and slope of 0.025, corresponding to
intermediate levels of sediment compression (Taranu et al., 2018).
To simulate short cores, we used the woodland-grassland model
to generate time series of 300 time steps. For gradually and
abruptly forced critical transitions, we trimmed to 149 time steps
prior to the woodland-grassland transition and 50 time steps
following. For no change and gradually forced non-critical transition time series, we used time steps 60 through 210. For sampling,
we distributed 25 1-cm samples along the time-averaged time series. Window length for resilience indicator analysis was 150 for
untransformed time series, 20 for sedimentation-transformed, and
10 for both even and targeted sampling-transformed time series.
2.5. Real-world example: assessing observed regime shifts in forestgrassland conversion at Steel Lake, Minnesota, USA
To illustrate how this approach might be used to assess whether
a real-world system shows signals of resilience loss prior to a

regime shift, we analyzed a record of forest-to-prairie conversion at
Steel Lake, Minnesota (Nelson and Hu, 2008; Williams et al., 2009).
Steel Lake is an iconic record of early Holocene deforestation in the
Great Plains with strong dating control (26 radiocarbon dates),
multiple paleoecological and paleoenvironmental proxies, and
relatively high temporal resolution (mean resolution ¼ ~103 years
between samples). Gradual aridiﬁcation began at Steel Lake around
9400 yrs BP, followed by a sharp increase in aridity around 8000 yrs
BP, based on changing mineral composition in the sediments and
other indicators (Nelson and Hu, 2008). Woody cover ﬁrst gradually
declined with aridiﬁcation, then rapidly dropped from around 60%
at ~8200 yrs BP to less than 40% at 8000 yrs BP (Williams et al.,
2009). These climatic and vegetation changes were accompanied
by changes in ﬁre activity (Nelson et al., 2004; Nelson and Hu,
2008).
We assessed whether the shift to prairie was associated with
resilience loss indicative of a critical transition driven by a gradually
drying climate. We focused our analysis of resilience indicators on
the early Holocene forested period (11,100 to 8200 yrs BP) when %
woody cover was greater than 50%. We also performed a second
analysis in which search for resilience signals was limited to the
time period with independent evidence of aridiﬁcation
(9400e8200 yrs BP) (Fig. 9a). As in the simulations, we used breakpoint analysis to estimate the time of the forest-prairie regime shift
at Steel Lake, detrended the time series using Gaussian smoothing,
and calculated standard deviation in rolling windows set to 50% of
the length of the Steel Lake record prior to the regime shift: either
17 (full dataset) or 10 samples (period of aridiﬁcation only). We
then calculated Kendall's tau for standard deviation prior to the
regime shift. This empirical estimate was compared to 100
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Fig. 8. Effect of exponential sedimentation transformation on standard deviation as a resilience indicators and diagnostics for transformed time series. Kendall's tau
distributions of standard deviations for a-d) untransformed, e-h) sedimentation-transformed, and i-l) sedimentation and even-sampling-transformed time series. a,e,i) a gradually
forced critical transition, b,f,j) gradually forced non-critical transition, c,g,k) abruptly forced critical transition, and d,h,l) no change time series.

gradually forced and 100 abruptly forced critical transitions simulated with the woodland-grassland model, using the same model
parameters as previously described. We trimmed the simulated
time series to either 2930 (full dataset) or 1176 years (aridiﬁcation
period only) prior to the simulated regime shift to match the Steel
Lake record. We matched the simulated sedimentation model to
observed Steel Lake sediment deposition rates and sampling. We
calculated standard deviation for our simulations in rolling windows of 17 (full dataset) or 10 samples (period of aridiﬁcation only),
calculated Kendall's taus, and used ROC analysis to compare Kendall's tau distributions for simulated gradually and abruptly forced
critical transitions. We also tested the effect of doubling the number
of samples, to determine whether increasing temporal resolution
has the potential to improve ROC discriminant ability.

time series overlapped considerably with one another (Fig. 5bed
and Appendix B).
3.1.2. Autocorrelation time
The Kendall's tau (AC-Kt) distributions of autocorrelation time
for gradually forced critical and non-critical transitions were very
similar (AUC ¼ 0.70) (Fig. 6a and b). However, gradually forced
critical transitions were easily distinguished from abruptly forced
critical transitions and no change time series based on AC-Kt distributions (AUC values > 0.98). In comparing gradually forced critical transitions to other ecological transitions as a group,
discriminant ability was fairly high (AUC ¼ 0.89) and the Kendall's
tau optimum decision threshold was 0.76. AC-Kt distributions for
no change and abruptly forced critical transitions were strongly
overlapping with one another (Fig. 6c and d, and Appendix C).

3. Results
3.2. Constant mean time-averaging
3.1. Untransformed time series
3.1.1. Standard deviation
Prior to transformation, gradually forced critical transitions
were always distinguishable from other ecological transition types
based on standard deviation. Before sedimentation and sampling,
gradually forced critical transitions had Kendall's taus for standard
deviation (SD-Kt) which were higher than, and non-overlapping
with, all other ecological transition types (Fig. 5aed and
Appendix B). This indicates that temporal variability consistently
increased leading up to a critical transition resulting from a gradual
change in an external driver, as expected from theory (e.g. Scheffer
et al., 2015). The SD-Kt distributions for abruptly forced critical
transitions, gradually forced non-critical transitions, and no change

3.2.1. Standard deviation
Standard deviation remained a clear indicator of gradually
forced critical transitions even with time-averaging. Constant timeaveraging had little impact on the SD-Kt distribution for gradually
forced critical transitions and no change time series, but shifted to
higher values the distributions for gradually forced non-critical
transitions and abruptly forced critical transitions (Fig. 5e-l and
Appendix B). As a result, gradually forced non-critical transitions,
abruptly forced critical transitions, and no change time series
developed overlapping SD-Kt distributions. SD-Kt values for gradually forced critical transitions were higher than, and nonoverlapping with SD-Kt distributions for the other three ecological transitions when time-averaging was 5 yrs/cm. When time-
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Fig. 9. Regime shift at Steel Lake. a) Estimated % woody cover (%WC; black line, open and ﬁlled points) and quartz þ feldspars (Q þ F; blue line) at Steel Lake. Filled points are %WC
data used for resilience indicator analyses; gray points are %WC samples that correspond to the timing of gradual aridiﬁcation. Yellow shading shows the time period of gradual
aridiﬁcation. b) Standard deviation (SD) of Steel Lake %WC for the full record (all ﬁlled points in panel a)) and for the period of aridiﬁcation alone (gray ﬁlled points in panel a));
Kt ¼ Kendall's tau. Black dashed lines in a) and b) show the time of regime shift. c,d,e,f): Distribution of standard deviation Kendall's tau values for simulated gradually forced critical
transitions (red bars) and simulated abruptly forced critical transitions (blue bars), with the same sedimentation model and time of regime shift as at Steel Lake, and c,d) the same
sample resolution, or, e,f) double the sample resolution as Steel Lake. SL Kt ¼ Kendall's tau for Steel lake standard deviation (black vertical line); optimum decision threshold from
ROC analysis of simulated data (dashed black line). (%WC data come from Williams et al. (2009) and Nelson et al. (2004); quartz þ feldspars data come from Nelson and Hu (2008)).
(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

averaging was 20 yrs/cm, the SD-Kt distributions of gradually
forced critical transitions are signiﬁcantly different from the other
three times series types (non-overlapping 95% CIs, Appendix B),
and there is either no overlap or AUCs ¼ 1 (Fig. 5i and k), meaning
essentially perfect discrimination.

3.2.2. Autocorrelation time
For time-averaging of either 5 or 20 yrs/cm, autocorrelation
time was sensitive to time-averaging and became ineffective as an
indicator of resilience loss and of gradually forced critical transitions. Constant mean time-averaging drove the AC-Kt distributions
for gradually forced critical and non-critical transitions downward
relative to untransformed time series, while also shifting abruptly
forced critical transitions and no change distributions to higher
values (Fig. 6e-l and Appendix C), generating strong overlap among
all types of ecological transitions (Appendix C). Low AUC values
(<0.6) indicated low discrimination between gradually forced
critical and non-critical transitions for this resilience indicator
(Fig. 6f and j). This in turn drove low discrimination between
gradually forced critical transitions and all other transitions
(AUCs ¼ 0.77 and 0.66 for 5 yrs/cm and 20 yrs/cm age models,
respectively (Fig. 6e and i). The separation between AC-Kt

distributions for gradually and abruptly forced critical transitions
decreased when time-averaging increased (Fig. 6g and k). AC-Kt
distributions for gradually forced critical transitions and no
change time series had the least overlap (Fig. 6h and l), resulting in
relatively high AUC values (AUCs ~0.9).
3.3. Broken-stick time-averaging
The directions of change in SD-Kt and AC-Kt distributions were
similar between broken-stick age-depth models, but were more
severe for break-points close to the regime shift (time step 4000;
Fig. 5qet and 6q-t) versus those that were far from the transition
(time step 2500; Fig. 5mep and 6m-p) (Appendix C).
3.3.1. Standard deviation
When a broken-stick age model was applied, the SD-Kt distributions of gradually forced critical transitions were still easily
discriminated from other time series types, but there was more
overlap between gradually and abruptly forced critical transitions
than under constant time-averaging (Fig. 5). Broken-stick age
models shifted upward and reduced the range of SD-Kt values for
abruptly forced critical transitions, but shifted downward the SD-Kt
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distributions for all other ecological transitions (Fig. 5met and
Appendix B). Nevertheless, there was very low overlap between
SD-Kt distributions of gradually forced critical and both gradually
forced non-critical transitions and no change time series.
Discrimination was high under both broken-stick age models (all
AUCs > ~0.79, or no overlap), and the optimum discriminant
threshold was low for gradually versus abruptly forced critical
transitions (threshold ¼ 0.70 and 0.40 for break-points at time step
2500 and 4000, respectively). Hence, a wide range of SD-Kt values
were indicative of a gradually forced critical transition.

3.3.2. Autocorrelation time
As with constant time-averaging, broken-stick age models
essentially eliminated any potential for using autocorrelation time
to distinguish gradually forced critical transitions from the three
other ecological transition types. AC-Kt distributions shifted
slightly downward for gradually forced critical transitions and
upward for the other ecological transition types (Fig. 6met and
Appendix C). In general, AUC values demonstrated low discrimination between gradually forced critical transitions versus both
gradually forced non-critical transitions and abruptly forced critical
transitions (Fig. 6n, o, r, and s) under either broken-stick age model.
An apparent exception was the comparison of gradually forced
critical and non-critical transitions with the break-point at time
step 4000, where the AUC values suggested high discrimination
(AUC ¼ 0.94). However, this is because gradually forced non-critical
transitions actually had overall higher AC-Kt values than gradually
forced critical transitions, so while the distributions could be
distinguished from one another with high conﬁdence, the utility of
AC-Kts as indicators of gradually forced critical transitions was
questionable. The same held true for the comparison of gradually
forced critical transitions and no change time series with the breakpoint at time step 4000.
Given the poor performance of autocorrelation time (AC-Kt) as a
diagnostic indicator of resilience loss before critical transitions,
subsequent analyses focus only on the Kendall's tau of standard
deviation (SD-Kt).

3.4. Sensitivity to discontinuous sampling
Relative to continuously sampled sedimentation-transformed
time series, discrimination of gradually forced critical transition
SD-Kt distributions was only slightly diminished when sampling
was discontinuousdregardless of whether sampling was evenlyspace or targeted, and whether time-averaging was constant. This
is because sampling drives all SD-Kt distributions lower, but the
effect was less extreme for gradually forced critical transitions. For
constant time-averaging, even sampling better discriminates SD-Kt
distributions of gradually forced critical transitions versus abruptly
forced critical transitions than did targeted sampling (Fig. 7g and k,
Appendix B). In contrast, targeted sampling improved discrimination of gradually forced critical transition SD-Kt distributions
versus gradually forced non-critical transitions or no change time
series (Fig. 7f, j, h, and l, and Appendix B).
For broken-stick age models, even sampling caused SD-Kt distributions to increase for all four time series types (relative to the
SD-Kt distributions of continuous, sedimentation-transformed
time series), while also decreasing discrimination of gradually
forced critical transitions across the board (Fig. 7mex and
Appendix B). Targeted sampling further reduced discriminant
ability, i.e. relative to even sampling when the age model was
broken-stick (Fig. 7uex and Appendix B).
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3.5. Exponential age-depth model and short cores
The exponential age-depth model (Fig. 2h) strongly and
adversely affected the ability of SD-Kt (and AC-Kt; Appendix C)
distributions to correctly capture signals of resilience loss. The 95%
conﬁdence intervals for SD-Kts overlapped among all four time
series types after exponential transformation, particularly distributions for gradually and abruptly forced critical transitions (Fig. 8).
The SD-Kt distributions for gradually forced critical transitions,
gradually forced non-critical transitions, and no change time series
shifted downward, whereas the distributions for abruptly forced
critical transitions moved upward and their range narrowed
(Fig. 8eeh and Appendix B). Sampling reversed these trends for all
ecological transition types except gradually forced critical transitions (Fig. 8i-l). Separation between gradually forced critical transitions and both gradually forced non-critical transitions and no
change time series remained reasonably high (AUC > 0.92) after
age-depth transformation (Fig. 8e, f, and h) and even sampling
(Fig. 8i, j, and l). However, there was high overlap and low
discrimination between SD-Kt distributions for gradually and
abruptly forced critical transitions after any time time-averaging
and sampling (AUCs < 0.53; Fig. 8e, g, i, and k). Targeted sampling
generated strong overlap and low discrimination (all AUCs < 0.76)
among all ecological transitions types (Appendix B).
3.6. Testing for critical transitions in empirical data: Steel Lake
Break-point analysis of % WC identiﬁed a regime shift at
8224 yrs BP. For the full period of high woody cover from 11,100 to
8200 yrs BP, standard deviation initially declined, then increased
(Kendall's tau ¼ 0.27; Fig. 9b). However, during the period of
increasing aridity (9400e8200 yrs BP), standard deviation
increased steadily (Kendall's tau ¼ 0.82; Fig. 9b).
Simulated gradually and abruptly forced critical transitions with
the same age model, sampling, and time of regime shift as Steel
Lake produced overlapping and only weakly informative SD-Kt
distributions (AUC ¼ 0.65 for 11,100e8200 yrs BP; AUC ¼ 0.62 for
9400e8200 yrs BP) (Fig. 9c and d). When the full period of early
Holocene tree cover was analyzed, the optimum discriminant
threshold for the simulations was 0.29, which was greater than the
observed Kendall's tau (0.27), suggesting that the empirical data
failed to pass the simulated threshold used to discriminate gradually forced critical transitions from other regime shifts. However,
when only the period of known aridiﬁcation was analyzed, the
observed Kendall's tau (0.82) exceeded the simulated optimum
discriminant threshold of 0.49, suggesting a signal of resilience loss
for that time period (Fig. 9c and d). In additional simulations (Fig. 9e
and f), a doubling of sampling density increased the potential
discriminant ability (AUC ¼ 0.92 for the full period, and AUC ¼ 0.71
for the aridiﬁcation period).
4. Discussion
Regime shifts can alter ecosystems unexpectedly, and these
changes are likely to become more frequent as anthropogenic
global change progresses (Barnosky et al., 2012; Steffen et al.,
2015a). Forecasting which systems are resilient and which are
approaching thresholds (Lenton et al., 2008) has clear advantages
(Dietze et al., 2018), allowing us to potentially prevent, mitigate, or
adapt to large ecological shifts. Long ecological time series, particularly those from sedimentary archives, are rich in signals of past
regime shifts, but inferring their causes is difﬁcult (Williams et al.,
2011). For instance, do these regime shifts represent critical transitions that would be difﬁcult to reverse contemporaneously, or
instances where drivers merely changed abruptly? Resilience
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indicators are a promising avenue for identifying gradually forced
critical transitions, but application to paleoecological time series
are often hindered by time-averaging, missing data, and other irregularities. Our results are promising, in that they show that some
resilience indicators (particularly standard deviation) retain their
signal under several common time-averaging and sampling scenarios associated with paleoecological sedimentary time series.
However, some scenarios, especially those associated with recent
sediment records, distorted the data too much to detect resilience
indicators.
Standard deviation is relatively robust to time-averaging and
discontinuous sampling and is a broadly effective indicator of
gradually forced critical transitions in paleoecological records when
age-depth relationships are linear and time-averaging varies
around a constant mean. Linear sedimentation regimes are common in large sections of many lake sediment records (e.g. Steel
Lake, Goring et al., 2012) and so resilience indicators that measure
changes in variance may well be able to detect signals of critical
transitions. This holds true even when there is noise around the
mean time-averaging, provided that the amount of time per sample
is accounted for (Carstensen et al., 2013). Standard deviation indicators are even robust to abrupt changes in sedimentation
regime, provided that any break-points in time-averaging occur
relatively far before the regime shift. The robust performance of
standard deviation in our study is consistent with other studies
from a range of systems (e.g., Carpenter and Brock, 2006; Dakos
et al., 2008; Carpenter et al., 2011; Dai et al., 2012; Dakos et al.,
2012; Veraart et al., 2012; Cimatoribus et al., 2013; Pace et al.,
2017; Wilkinson et al., 2018; but see Hastings and Wysham,
2010). Frossard et al. (2015) also used simulated critical transitions to test various resilience indicators at constant levels of timeaveraging and found that standard deviation was robust to all
tested levels of time-averaging. Indeed, uniform time-averaging
can sharpen signals of resilience changes by dampening shortterm trends, like inter-annual variability (Lenton et al., 2012).
Autocorrelation time is sensitive to critical transitions in theory
and some simulation models and experiments (Dai et al., 2012;
Scheffer et al., 2015). However, in contrast to standard deviation,
signals of increasing autocorrelation time prior to critical transitions are severely degraded by sedimentation and sampling
transformations in our study. Further, the performance of autocorrelation time worsens when time-averaging increases (Frossard
et al., 2015), and sedimentation and sampling processes intrinsically generate autocorrelation that is independent of ecological
processes. It may be possible to model the autocorrelation of these
processes and to disentangle them from ecological autocorrelation,
but we did not attempt that here. Other studies have found that
variability is a better indicator of impending, gradually forced
critical transitions than autocorrelation (e.g., Belle et al., 2017; Chen
et al., 2018; Peretti and Munch, 2012; model review: Boettiger et al.,
2013).
Ditlevsen and Johnsen (2010) argue that critical transitions can
be inferred only when increases in both variance and autocorrelation are observed. Our analyses highlight the difﬁculty of conﬁdently detecting both resilience indicators in sedimentary archives
characterized by time-averaging and discontinuous sampling. Prior
to taphonomic transformation, our simulations of gradually forced
critical transitions show increases in variance and autocorrelation.
After passing these simulated critical transitions through ﬁlters
common in sedimentary records, we have shown that detecting
increases in autocorrelation is extremely uncommon in these
datasets. Thus, even if a true critical transition took place, a sedimentologically altered dataset is unlikely to meet the criteria
advocated by Ditlevsen and Johnsen (2010). The converse is also
true: sedimentary processes can generate autocorrelation signals in

time series that did not undergo a critical transitions, potentially
leading to false positives. Autocorrelation is therefore an unreliable
indicator of critical transitions for many of the data alterations
covered here.
These analyses also highlight the difﬁculty of using simple
metrics of resilience loss in sediments characterized by exponential
age-depth relationships. Unfortunately, approximately exponential
relationships are common in the uppermost portion of lake sediments, which are often targeted for short cores seeking to study
environmental and anthropogenic perturbations to lake ecosystems over the last several decades to centuries (e.g., Smol et al.,
2005; Wang et al., 2014; Bunting et al., 2016; Belle et al., 2017).
The exponential age-depth models produce such strong internal
variations in time-averaging and sample spacing that they alter the
standard deviation and autocorrelation time signatures to the point
that these indicators are not informative.
These analyses further suggest that standard thresholds for
detecting resilience loss using the indicators evaluated here will be
too conservative when applied to time series with time-averaging
and discontinuous sampling (i.e. they will fail to detect actual
resilience loss and critical transitions) because these effects tend to
weaken signals of resilience loss. Note that the ROC results and
discriminant threshold values established here are sensitive to the
choice of ecological system model and of sedimentation and sampling model, and so the thresholds reported here cannot be applied
to other systems.
However, this modeling framework could be readily adapted
and modiﬁed to generate null models for other systems, and could
be used to test various sampling designs to determine what sampling frequency would be adequate so long as the user has a model
of the ecological system of interest (analogous to the woodlandgrassland model used here) and knowledge of the sedimentation
or time-averaging regime. This approach can also be used to test
sampling designs intended to study the resilience of systems. The
Steel Lake example illustrates how to apply actual deposition rates
and sampling points from a site of interest to simulations to
generate a null model, and then to compare the observed regime
shift to the null. Although we have focused on records with single
regime shifts, our methods could be applied to time series with
multiple regime shifts provided there are enough data between
events to measure resilience.
In the case of Steel Lake, the increasing standard deviation from
9400e8200 yrs BP is consistent with loss of resilience associated
with a gradual trend towards increasing aridity (Nelson and Hu,
2008) and a regime shift from woodland to a grassland state. In
contrast, the trend in standard deviation from 11,100e8200 yrs
BP is inconsistent with a gradually forced critical transition. This
demonstrates that variance in ecological time series can change for
a variety of reasons, that simple measures of resilience loss are not
strongly diagnostic on their own, and that the addition of an independent climate proxy provides important complementary evidence. However, we caution that the grassland-woodland model
has not been formally parameterized to represent vegetation dynamics at Steel Lake. Instead, this example serves to illustrate a
possible method rather than to draw conclusions about Steel Lake
speciﬁcally. Next steps could include a closer parameterization of
the model, greater sampling frequency, and/or further development of the driver proxies (e.g. aridity) that remain critical for
diagnosing the cause of regime shifts (Ratajczak et al., 2018).
Recent analyses of paleolimnological surrogates for lake eutrophication show that state-space models are effective for identifying
gradually forced critical transitions in datasets with exponential
time-averaging (Taranu et al., 2018). State-space modeling can also
help develop a deeper understanding of mechanisms that underlie
observed regime shifts (e.g Einarsson et al., 2016).
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While critical slowing down is frequently documented in model
simulations, many common ecological phenomena can make critical slowing down less likely in real-world systems. For instance,
when environmental noise is large, the system can be thrown into a
different state long before a bifurcation point (Thomas et al., 2015),
although the system will not remain in the new state unless its
resilience is higher than in the previous state. Additionally, if the
rate of driver change is much faster than the rate of state changedfor example if the life-cycle of the dominant organism is long
relative to the driver changedthen critical slowing down will not
be reﬂected in the system state (Bestelmeyer et al., 2011).
Furthermore, the resolution of the time series may be mismatched
to the rates of ecological or environmental change (Thomas, 2016):
increasing autocorrelation may not be observable if the resolution
of the time series is coarser than the resolution of biological events.
Livina and Lenton (2007) suggest that, in order to detect a critical
transition in a given time series, the dataset must be an order of
magnitude longer than the transition time, and the resolution must
be an order of magnitude higher: empirical datasets of this length
and sample resolution require high-throughput techniques. Critical
slowing down and statistical indicators can also precede nonﬁ et al., 2013) and so studies should also
critical transitions (Ke
consider other models that can produce signs of critical slowing
down (Boettiger et al., 2013).
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5. Conclusions

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.quascirev.2019.01.009.

The results presented here suggest that long ecological time
series from sedimentary archives have promise for assessing
resilience preceding gradually forced critical transitions in many
circumstances, although cautions remain. The large and growing
number of these records, archived in public repositories, such as
NOAA-NCEI or the Neotoma Paleoecology Database, provide a
wealth of information about past regime shifts and driver-state
relationships across a range of systems and environments,
including combinations of biotic and abiotic variables that are not
currently represented. The robustness of standard deviation as a
resilience indicator is encouraging, but more work is needed to
develop and test other resilience indicators that are robust to
sedimentary transformations. One promising avenue forward for
future diagnostic studies is to develop process-based null models
such as the one shown here, against which time series from
empirical datasets can be compared to test hypotheses about the
mechanism of regime shift, or to reﬁne and increase the power of
sampling designs. These approaches can be readily adapted to other
long ecological time series extracted from sedimentary archives,
including time series with multiple change points.
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